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 How to help... a note of encouragement ❤
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Our hearts go out to everyone who has been impacted by the coronavirus and we are reaching out to
you as a member of the L&A family in hopes of sharing some encouragement and hope. 

… and that’s especially important in times of uncertainty.

Looking for the bright spot in tough situations can make a big difference...

So can having compassion and looking for ways that you can help others, bearing someone
else’s burden who may be more impacted by the effects of the virus from a financial or health
standpoint, and giving some encouragement.

No matter how difficult things get, we want to be able to look back at our phone camera roll from this
season and remember that there were sweet moments amidst the chaos. There is beauty, sacrifice, and
joy worth fighting for.

So we’ve compiled two lists for you today and we hope they bring you some joy and encouragement:

1. Things you can do to help others in light of what’s happening with the coronavirus.

2. Ways to find joy or be productive when you’re at home!

Help support families whose kids normally get lunch at school while schools are closed here
through Blessings in a Backpack.
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Help local small businesses like restaurants, salons, and other shops by buying gift cards online
to use later!
Reach out to neighbors, friends, and family to see if anyone needs anything. Offer to buy
groceries for your elderly neighbors or family members.
If you have friends who still need to go to work, but they have kids who are out of school, offer to
help take care of them one day while schools are closed!
Donate or volunteer at your local Meals on Wheels. They serve meals to the elderly, which is a
vulnerable and at-risk population.

Helping others can bring a lot of peace and joy to our hearts in an unsettling time! But we also wanted to
include a list of ideas and activities you can do while you're home...

Find a new recipe online... bake something and bring it to a friend or neighbor!
Go on a bike ride or a run! Exercise helps build your immune system!
Read a good book! It's the perfect time to download a novel or order one on Amazon!
Take an online course and learn something new to better yourself or your business. What's
something you've been wanting to learn?
Pick up a new hobby... knitting, chess, sewing, painting, yoga, calligraphy... what's something you
don't normally have time to do?

(photos by @uniqelytaylormade, @carolineloganphoto, @acaciaofmay)

Play in the backyard... kick a ball around or have an at home picnic!
Facetime with a friend who might be feeling lonely. Set the phone up while you each drink a cup
of coffee to pretend you're on a coffee date!
Order seeds to plant an herb garden.
Organize your pantry or closet... Get your kids to help you sort things by color!
Have a dance party (even if it’s a party of one!)... dancing helps relieve stress and anxiety.
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(Photos by @wildflowersandconw_, @eilishbyrne, @uniqelytaylormade, @eloisesmith_)

We hope that this brought your heart some joy and reminded you we are all in this together...

Find those sweet moments every day, even when you’re just at home, and capture them!

One day we hope we'll look back on this season with gratitude that we made it through. And for
the ways it made us slow down and sacrifice for others and for the time we got to spend with our
families in our homes. Our thoughts and prayers are with you. Please feel free to reach out at
any time with questions!

Sending all of our love,

Caroline and Anna
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